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The technology of silence
The rituals, etiquette

The blurring of terms
silence not absence

of words or music or even
raw sounds

Silence can be a plan
rigorously executed

the blueprint to a life

It is a prsence'l
it has a history a form

\)/
Do not confuse it with any kind,of absegice

Adrienne Rich, "Cartographies.of
Silence"

And woman, it is observed, like the Negro, is flatfooted, w th a prominent
.inclination of the pelvis making her appear less erect, and her gait less steady.

That as regards his intellectual faculties, the Negro'partake of the nature of
the child or the female or the senile white.

And both tlw emancipated woman and the Negro freedmah are said to exhibit
symptoms of insanity or nervousness.

Susan Griffin, WOMEN AND NATURE

Our subtehranean grapevine, which men, like fools, call gossip,
has alwa s been-efficient.
Our sabo ge has ranged from witches' research5
into herb l poisons to secretaries' spilling coffee on the f les
to liousewives4. accidentally breaking china
to mothers' teaching their children to love them
a little bit better than their fathers. And more.
Our rebellions,'like the Turkish harem revolts, .

have been (as was Nat Turner's) frequent, brave
isolated one_ from the other, bloody--and 4pried,

( both in reality and in the history books.'
/ go..

. Robin Morgan, "Letter to a Sister
Underground"
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Feminists charge 'scientists with deception and hnti-empiAcism, claiming

science operates from an androcentric and Eurocentric consciousness dominated by

a weltanschauung of conquest and control: man over women and nature. Patriarchall

deceiving stellis from white and male supremist visions of individual scientists,

a fact other scientists have documented. But deteivino Also emerges from the

scientific method, yielding a'governing patriarchal ontology and epistemology. My'

efforts, my participation, my interactions concern conceptual patterns and

conceptual boundaries in science.

NAMING

Behind the-adMitted scientific activity of describing lles. less

acccessible process of labeling through which scientists appropriate the power of

nathing. Scientists rarely, if ever, bring this activity to light in a way that

either encourages self-criticism or permits public scrOtiny. Instead, many,.

members of the scientific community, save perhaps most linguillts, adhere to a

naive reference theory of language: words, labels, mean the objects to which

they "refer" and remain neutral with respect to those objects. Scientists

approaching language atomistically encourage deception in at least three ways:

First, they focus on objects while obscurin§ word usage and so bury the context

out of which the words arise. Second, they bury acknowledgment of and thus ,

general awareness ot control the.powert exercise over language:use.
1

finally,
.

they bury the defining nature ,of labeling. If I describe something:I state how

it appears to me,.leaving my characterization open to investigation by other

perceivers. Alternatively, Mien I define something, 1,determine its social

appearance.

-~ 4
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Scientists and other male elite named wimmin, "feminine," the most

pervasive label infecting our lives. I argue elsewhere th0t "femininity" is not an

empirical concept, a concept which takes corterexamples. 2
Scientists discredit

actual counterexamples by naming us "abnormalities," using "femininity" as a

standard of womynhood,.femaleness. Measures or standards determine fact, no

amount of research into wimmin's "t,rue nature," no appeal to fact, will either

confirm or challenge the concept, the label, femininity. For example, officials

regularly perform scientifically sanctioned hormone tests on strong wimmin such

as olympic swimmers who come to public attention.

Characteristics which ordinarily pass under the labelfeminine, include

passive, emotional, irrational or even, non-ration44, unassuming, cooperative (With

wham?), non-threatening (To whom?), behind the sce4s (Whose scenes?), weak,

gullible (When?) childlike, infantile: Kate Millett pointed out ten years ago

that "femininity" characterizes traits those in power cherish in subordinates.

Viola Klein documented the fanciful and contradictory nature of the uientific
tr

collection of feminifie characteristics.
4

And Caroline Whitbeck isolated three

prevailing theories composing the foundation of those characterisitgs'all of which

define wimmin in relation to men: womyn as partial man, womyn as opposite man,

and womyn,as helpmate to man.
5

"Femininity" maintairis existing lines of power

by categorizing wimmin in relation to men and defining as normalthe womyn who

remains totally accessible to male authority. "Cunning," "manipulative," and

"deceitful" comprise the labels men reserve for4immin who try to exercise some
a

form of power over men without challenging the feminine label. Ten years ago,

also. Naomi Weisstein noted that the feminine characteristics add up to typical

minority group characteristics.
6

Significantly, black South Africans have been

feminine by white British anthropologists, as were men" accused of witchcraft'in

Salem by the church,
7
as were Jews by Nozi researchers.

8
,

Femininity is uriiversally synomymoui with pasivity.9 Any womyn raised
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in this society faces silencing and conceptual restriction. Any womyn attempting

realfzeherer V II V

her potential must, at the very least, see herself as unique, not a normal womyn,

not one of them. Many of us have done just that. Any womyn not brolsn, who acts

to see herself in other wimmin, must question the entire framework within which

she came to 'cognition. Any womyn attempting this in isolation may go crazy, she

may lose the confidence of her perceptions.

By the very act of our naming, scientists and other male elite determined
v

the boundaries of female behavior., only certain descriptions count, and those in

turn determine the boundaries of poSsible explanation in science. The concept of

femininity defnes wimmin as passive and in relation to men so pervasively that

officials bury or otherwise render invisible wimmin who do not relate to men as

11 as wimmin who resist male domination. 10
Acts of-female resistance as well as

cts of female bonding, Lesbian bonding, do not exist within the ontoloce of

patriarchal science. Even many wimmin believe that British and American female

resistance only began with and was limited to suffragists and their Nocal

foresisters.

DESCRIPTION

Scientists describe, and we'kend beleive their reports are mere mirror

or photographs, reproductions in their minds of actual fact. The scientific method

suggests that a good scientist is an ccurate observer, one who looks through a

window, observing phenomena. Of atmrse, some things present problems for observation

because they are too small or too big or too many which is thedretically why 3tie

employ scientists in the first place, people trained in perception by other scientists,

people who have instruments for perception. These'offtcial perceivers may contradict

perceptions of those not so trained, thereby suggesting that what was produced in
,

the lay perceiver's mind did not correspond with fact. And.scientists donstruct

theories to explain what the lay perceiver should perceive,.what should be in the

6



lay pefteiver's mind. 11.

At this levl of endeavor, scientists use the charge of observer bias to

criticize each other, to show that particular scientists let thir prejudices

interfere with their observations. 11
The criticism amounts to a charge of sloppiness.

.It does not chalrenge the scientific met d per se, in fact it perpetuates'the
-

4

model of scientist as ovserver: It remindS scientists that a "good" scientist

suspends all assumptions, all conditioning, all evaluation, all judciment while

impartially and nonintrusively observing event's On the other side of an imginary

window.

Themodel of scientist as ovserver.is atomistic. Even physics, the

science soci'al scientists tend to emmulate as pure, has had to reject it, substitu-

ting instead a model of scientist as participator, interactor:

"Participator" is the incontrovertible new cOncept giyen by quantum
mechanics; it strikes down the term "observer" of classical theory,
the man who stands safely behind the thick glass walls and watches

.

what goes on without taking part. It can't be done., quaYitum mechanics
says. Even with the lowly electron one must participate before one
can give any meaning whatsoever to its position or its momentum. Is
this firmly established result the tiny tip of a giant iceberg? Does the
universe also derive its meaning from "participation"?12

To some extent, the idea.of scientist as participator has been introduced

to ttie social sciences. Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobson conducted eXperiments

indicating that teacher expectation, resulting from claims Rosenthal and Jacobson

made about the intelligence of randomly selected school children, became self-ful-

filling prophesy, affecting the performance of those children. By analogy, the

research suggests that when cientis s interact with subjects, the scieltists'

expectations will affect the Outcome of an experiment.

This research indicates major deceptive features of the scientific method

in the form df self-ful611ing prophesy. In the first place, Pr:edictionloften

becomylf-fulfillinq prophesy in and of itself. Secondly, labeling, naming,

determines how the experimentor/teacher, as well'as everyone else, perceives Ahe
4
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the subjects: Regardiess of whether subjects'actually perform according io

--Eqpn-ta-t-tonfpreclirtfon; others wttl "judge the- teh-avtar 61mberS OT the Tabeled

group in conformity wjth-the labels.

In)addition, a third level of self-fulfilling prophesy operates, a

level not addressed by the Rosenthal-Jacobson research: The subject who succks-

-fully resists.perceiving herself 'in the terms of the experimentor, a womyn for

example who retain /her own conceptual framework independently of femininity,

must still react to, and to that extent, internalize,"ibientists' assumption.

In resisti the label., she-must still acknowledge it, If I at-Rue that L,E1.1 not

feminine, or th witimin in general are not- feminim, or/Oat blacks are not

genetically inferior, I nevertheless.lend legitemacy.to these assumptions and

adwit that although false, they still male sense..

And there is a fourth level of self-fulfilling prophesy: The

Rosenthal-Jacobson research also does not wal-n,us that scientific nulling limits

the range\of possible description o7 subjects' behavior. Within a patriarchal

framework, I can not describe the behavior of one lAeled feminine in terms

suggestinglyesistance,.subversion.

1),, Finally, the Rosenthal-Jacobson experiments do not go far enough in
9
* identifying generol features of the social context out of which the experimentor

expectations arise--we do not find an investigation ofjust whose expectations are
4

ftlifilled in experiments. Nor do we find most scientists including as part of
v

their data the fact that this is a xist, racist, classist; ageist and heterosexist

society,,a fact which bears on sVrjecW responses. %hen denying its political

context, scientists taerceite rational behavior as deviant. Pateiarchal epistemologY

. 'permits certaA, theories of supremacy,Lin particular, white and male, to pass as!

"objective" descOptin. In that respect, science deceptively reinforces the

'/I status.quo under the %II of pure description, contriNtipg to patriarch 1

ontology.

.1 4



In spite of ttieir shortcomings, the Rosenthal-:Jacobson findings have

not led toCstantbe c ange in social science methatIology: As in the ease of

observer bias, scientist are for the most part merely warned notrto be sloppy and

let their expectations affect their work. For example, sctentists proposed the

doubled-blind methoa as a remedy in certain sorts of experiments. The Rosenthal-

Jacobson findings have :had little substantive methodological impact because the'

goals of objectivity aid impartiality loom large as the essence of patriar:chal

scientific,research.
a

To be rigiously objective, one must sterilize the experiment or study,

removing all vestiVs of a point of view. The goal of an experiment sterilized of

points of wiew presents an endeavor similar to arlitttempt to perceive the true
4

color of something 'older no conditions of perception. Objectivity is nothing but

a collection of perceptions which agree. Even if scientists recognize that the

Iliodel of scientist as observer.is impossible, so long as ttt.. reigning concept of

objectivity prevails, the model wile remain desirable,-and scientists will be.like4 '

exstenXialtsts who upon heralding the death of god, spent the rest of their work

in mournipg. 1.

Finally, the mo;t seriously deceptive and non-empirical aspect of'science

lies in the goal of impartiality. Impartiality allows the scientist to Ignore or

dis'credit the subject's pet'tpective, especially when thai clashes witp the scientist's

owniperspective. Impartiality means researchers should see themselves as qualitatively

different form their subjects. Sociologist Pauline Bart has had her research on

rape criticized by males in hei4.profession on the grounds that as a womyn, she

cOuld,notAmain'impartia1.13 Aside from the fact that such comments reflect typical 4

malevresuMption that while males too are involved in rape, nevertheless they would

A .not infect their own,research, it also suggests that there is something methodologically

problembtic with any empathy Dr. Bartlhight bring to her research in attempting to

understand' the actions of rape victims..

Under the guidelines of rigor in description, seience cannonizes the
,



perspective of the scientist while in the name of impartiality, excluding, burying,

theperspective of the subject. Behind t_e_ goal of impartiality in

S.

vlp

description lqt an important function of scientific methodology: Scientists deny

subjects a part in our own naming.

EXPLANATION
4100

A

In spite of apliropriating the power of naming from their subjects,

scientists manaaed to come up with conflicting descriptions of femininity during

the latter half of the 19th century as noted above. The conflict arse from the

different ways scienlists characterized wimmin in relation to men: Womyn as partial

man, womyn as opposite man or womyn as helpmate to man. AS Viola Klein notes,

even studies involving "measurable facts"'varied widely. 14
Neyertheless, scientists

were clear on one thing., They isolated and promoted-l-he heterosexual side of .

nature while burying the lesitaii/side, eventually using evolutionary theory to

justify their selectivtty. In time, evolutionary theory also rrved as a check on

the varying male-identified descriptions of wimmin. As Vibla Klein remarked: "Oa.

this basis, any trait which is in harmony with the general trend of evolution will
,

be artificial and transient. u15
Evolutionary theory would serve to distinguish

the "natural" from he "abnormal."

Evolutioiry theory is a paradigm of explanation for the social sciences.

The social sciences concern fhemselves with goal directed, purposive behavior, a

feature distinguishing them from the physical sciences. One commences with subjects

who have motives, act on int4ntions, make plans,.set goals, issue directives, arrange'

outcomes, exhibit responsibility, in short, subjects who attempt at varying levels

todirect their own behavi . However, as a result Of Scientific methodology,
4

including existing concep s of objectivity and impartiality, focus rapidly shifts

from the purpose of an in ividual's behavior--how she would explain her action, to
, .

the purpose of a system- w her behavior "fits" within a grand design Tegardless

of her own `inteniTOIrTit."-
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The purOse of a system, the design of a system, sits at the heart Of what-

_Philosopher_of science Richard_Rusiner_cats_functionalismil And empathyhe_says,_ _

is for poets. he task of science is predictio9:

-8-

A relate nd only slightly less egregious confusion about the
character mid unctions of science consists...in the belief that the
4tatementIdof science should convey to us the same, or something like
the same, sensations, reactions, responses--in 'a word, experiences--as
would be convey6d by an actual confrontation with what those statements
describe. It might, of course, be argued that this is a function of
art--of poetry or painting--but it seems scarcely tenable that this
Should be an aim of the formation of scientific statements; for th-6
very thrall in which experiences so conveyed may hold us might be quite
incompatible with, and su)..ely irrelevant to, our predictive, explanatory,
or other systematizing uses of such statements.18

Scientists do not cohsider the thrall of their own weltanschauung incompatible with

prediction. But then scientists, do the prediciing. Sympathy, verstehen, could

cloud the work of science, Rudner says, get in the way of prediction. This approach
-----

indicates one desiptive feature.of functionalism, for predictiol2 is compatible with

mutuolly exclusive descriptions of behavior. As I point outpin the next section,
\\

the very same behavior can be perceived as a cTumsy act or as-an act of sabotage,

a

and "predictions" canbe made-on thebasis of either perspective.'

The second major deception of functienatpsm involves the deleted agent.

1:en relativist Peter Winch, who stfes'ses the need to understand a subject's explana-
..

tions for her behavior within the context of the rules of her society, fails to

Apcorporate acknowledgment that someone determines the rules, that even if.perception

is a matter of consensus, there is also coercion, for females are trapped.
19

Who

determines what a subject ought to do, what is normal, what is abnormal? Whose

purpose, whost design, whose sCheme of,.things? Functional for whom?

Some feminists have begun tc; stepback Irom scieke and rather than'

attack a paiticularly sexist or racist study on the grounds that ii is sloppy,
;.1

we observe patterns. We see, for èxample, that the theory of evolution is rhetoric

justifying male domination; We notice that just as the feminist demand for rights-
.

114



again achieves public acknowledgment, ethical attention is diverted to biology,
41,

this time to sociobiology, 4ereothe dogma of male supremacy appears on safe,ground,

where male domination, including rape and infantifide., is heral,ded as an ethicIal

necessity for the preservation of the species. 20

Within patriarchal science, scientits condemn female competency as

threatening to males and subversive to the famlly, hence as socially undesirbble.

Thus Daniel P. Moynihan developed the tipry of the black matriarch who castrate&

black men. Within patriarchal science, female bonding is erased. Thus sociobiology

employs the term, "maiden auk" in a homdgexual context, bUrying ple idea of a

female rejecting a ma)liand suggesting intead a female's "inability" to attract

one.
21

And female resistance, female attempts at wrenching free of male accessibility,

10

r.

of male definition, male dominAllgtecome anti-social, neurotic or psychotiC,

with neurosurgery/ver ready to erase untenable connections.

One searches in vain fqr scientific portraits of female independenteV

female resistance, female bonding. Patriarchal science, appropriating the power of

naming, renders these phenomena, this phenomenon, invisible.

SABOTAGE

In THE YELLOW 141.1PAPER, Charlotte Perkins Gilman portrayed conditions
.

faced by upper class Victorian wimmin in the 1880' s.22 These conditions included

a prescription of total female passivity by mind gynecologists such a& S. Weir Mitchell,

prescriptions-arising as a result of male scientists' sudden interest inwimmin as

,the first rvtire of feminism attracted their attention, prescriptions enforted by,

thOse/in power. Theiheroine. is taken by her husband to .a summer home for rest.

He lockOler in a nursery wtth bars on the windows, a bed bolted to the floor,.
,

and hideous' waflpaper,.shredded in spots. He rebuts.her despair with the rhetoric\l-

of protection, refusing to. indulge Fier "whims" when she protests the room's atrocity.

He also-stifles-all other attempts at creativity, flying'into 'a 'rage when he
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'diScovers her while-she wr'ites in her*diary. In the end, she manages to crawl

behind the wallpaper and escape inte"maIdness:h Charlotte Perkins Gilinan shows us

a womyn with.every avenue of creativity patronizingly and vteroalistically cut off

for "her own "good," to "protect' her, and we watch her sloWly construct her

resistance. Not surprisingly, male scientists and doctorlof.the dRy Ow nothing

more in the story than a testament to female insanity. Feminsts recognize resistance

, to.male domination.23- .42

Significantly, one and the same word governs insanity and anger. As

Phyllis Chesler has documented, mind gynecologists call wimminrmad whose behavior

they can no longer understand as functioning in relatibn to n*n.
24

On the other

hand, the OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY defines anger'madnesS asorgovernable,Tage

or fuey. One must ask, "ungovernablq" by whom? Madness twangerltnd madness in

"insanity" indicate that nien have lost conthol. Whn wimmin are labeled mad, we

4 , have become useless to them.

Al

t.

Recen,tly, ex4ental patients organized and.- egan,analyses of "mental

illness" from t4 ins4de. Judi,Chamberlain offers the following:
/-`. 0 4---

,

....- ,

g

Fredkihg out is a way of rejecting.the limited choices offered
by society. Rather than choose among a series of undesirable
alternatives, one makes a non-cho'ice-7the unfocussed rebellion of 4,

.
.

< refusal . . . .The 'patients' "refusal" to take the proper role is defined jk..,, .

,. as an illness. For the public, this serves the function of obscuring
.

whatever Meaningful elements the patient's protest contained, by
.

including in the class of "symptoms" both the refus46 and the usually
bizarre %gays in which the patient has.been forced to express it.25

,

a

Choices made by those labeled.mad are rational alternatiVes to untenable-circumstances.

Goursel is not a.new idea., -But when one ,couples that with the situation

wimmfn'face 'in' ono form or inot&e, of'being defined:in relatiovto men, a trap
,

ftom which there is no Itgitemate" escape:, descending into "madness' becomes a

fort of sabotage),of taking oneself out of the confi.Ping power'of those in control,

'of aff!rmtng one's,will asIndependant and separate, of resistance.

Coftceptual coercion,of the patriarchal social construction'of reality

13
.1
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is pervasive. One searches An vaim for statements of pmfle resistance to male

dominance from the namers, the authorities, the professionals. Erasure, burial,

is complete. Even existen ialists, those, great defenders (If "human" freedom and

)6
choice, fabel reS-istance td ne's oppressive.situation "bad faith." 26 Only

feminists perceive resistance, and not by impartial scientific studies, but rather

by very personal, intimate, investigations. In a 1916 play, "Trifles'," Susan

Glaspefl unfolds the tale of/a womyn who murdered h:er.husband, strangled him while

he slept.
27

The sheriff, the county attorney, and their wives have access to

the evidence. But only the wimmin suspect, uncover, and then bury in conspiracy

proof of the motive, proof found among "trifles." The authorities remain incapable

of recbgnizing a situation.calling for resistance.

When a theory of supremacy founds a conceptual framework, those in power

use a feminine model to characterize the oppressed as passively accepting their

lot, while burying a few "minor" "inexplicable" events as extraordinary. History

books depict Southern black slaves (though not,white indentured servants) as lazy,

docile, 80000clumsy on the ground, for example, that they frequently broke tools.\\

A rational womyn. under .slavery, comprehending her situation is less than human,

that she functions as an extension 6f the will of he'r master', will not run to

pick up tools. She acts instead to differentiate herself from the will of her

master, she break tools, she Orries' on subversive aCtivities, sabotage. Her

master, ii turn, perceiving hevs subhuman, sub-rational, sees-her as clumsy,

childlike, foonsh, perhaps, but not as saboteur. He is incapable of such perception.

In,fact, all.the 'actions of slaves out ,of which the mastei-s.constructd slave

sterRotypes were sabotage. The stereotypes tha't arose provide tes,timonyAo slar

resistance.,

Simarly, acts which the namers uSe to support the st&eotype of white

middle class wimmin, the paradigm of all womynhoods indlcate resistance. Alix

Kates Shulamn in MEMOIRS OF AN EX-PROM QUEEN, portrays a "fluffYheade-crhousewife whoI.
oat
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regularly burns the dinner wheh her husband brinA his.boss home.- And Irre
28

periodically packs raw eggs Orhis lunchbox.
a

Such acts may or may not be openly called sabotage by the saboteurs.

But wimmin engage in them to affirm existenge in,a society which denies recognition

independently of a man. /These are'rational alternatives to untenable situations,

tootraps.

Donna Deitch's fabulous documentary, "Woman to Woman" offers a classic

example of sabotage.
29

Four wimmin, two housewives, a daughter and the interviewer,

sit around a kitchen table. One housewife protests that she is not a housewife,

that she is not married to the house. The interviewer asks her to say what she does

all day. The womyn relates that she starts by getting up, feetiling her husband,

feeding her chidOren, driving them to the shcool bus, driving.her husband to work,

returning to do the dishes, make the beds, going out to do the shopping,'returning

to do a wash. She continues relating her activities for 'a normal Monday and half of

a Tuesday before she stops, shocked, and says: "Wait a minute, J,am married to

the house." She compigins of dlfficulty in getting her husband to give her money,

for the household and of frustration because he nevertheless holds her respipsible

for running the house. Suddenly she gets a gleam in her eye, lowers her voice and

leans forward, saying: "Have you bver bought something you didn t need?" Excitement

brews and they all lean closer as she states: "You have to know you're alive, you

have to make sure you exist." She has separated herself from her husband's per-

ceptions of her; she is not simply.an extension of his purposes, of his will.

female resistance, whetherAt results in actual madness,or not, remains

undetected qua resistance wfthin the framework of patriarchal science because of

deceptton Tall three levels of scientiftc endeavor. The deception emmanates not.
, ,

just from a few off-balancethoughts, a few prejudices, but frbm mafnstream science,
t

from scientific methodology. The goals of predictability, conquest, and control go

hand in hand.witfl* descriptions of oppressed people in the feminine model, including

.15
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a portrait of naive co9tentment with being controlled. Our naming sets Orimits to

our conceptual reality. Anything outside (it does not exist.. t,ich is the ontology

of patriamhal science.

0,1,6
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FOOTNOTES
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